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SUBJECT:  Fish Habitat  

Background 

In effect County OP has fish habitat defined as the spawning grounds and critical habitat for 

nursery and rearing on which fish depend directly in order to carry out life processes. 

And 

  Describe fish habitat as being all lands within 30 meters of the high water mark of all water 

courses ( 4.1.3.1 )  It is assumed that this is 30 meters out into the lake as opposed to on land 

as “ fish out of water”  can not be protected by public policy for long. 

And 

 requires an environmental im-pact assessment for proposed development as I read it within 

30 meters of lakes and all watercourses ….  

My experience in monitoring development proposal in North Kawartha and Havelock 

Belmont Methuen is that this requirement is consistently ignored in planning reports 

submitted to Councils. 

The Proposed County OP has the following provision 
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The definition of development in proposed County OP…  includes the construction of 

buildings and structures requiring approval under the Planning Act.  

So under the new OP any new buildings and structures within 400 ft of lakes or all other 

waterbodies would require a Natural Heritage Evaluation presumably prepared for the 

conflicted consultant being paid by the applicant. 

The Proposed OP has Environmental schedules which identify Spawning areas…..these  

schedules show spawning area which are different than that shown on the  in-effect HBM OP 

schedules. 

Also it is not convincing, on Jack Lake, that the identified spawning areas are credible.   

Below is the Environmental schedule for Jack like covering both NK and HBM  
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Observations 

#1  On schedule -I live in this area which is densely developed and indications are that total 

shoreline if spawning areas .implied is that development has positive effect on creating fish 

spawning grounds. 

#2 This is pristine undeveloped shoreline which schedule indicated that no spawning areas 

#3-This is pristine undeveloped shoreline which indicates spawning areas 

#4 This island which in the past I owned is totally surrounded by spawning area while the other 

adjacent islands in Sharpes do not have any spawning areas. 

 

I have not been involved in mapping existing spawning areas but am aware that members of 

the Jack Lake Association Fisheries committee working with MNR did some mapping in the past. 

Based on what I see on the proposed North Kawartha Environmental Schedule I can not 

support these identified areas as being credible. 

The In-effect HBM OP has the following provision 3.1.3 which implies that spawning areas are 

specifically identified by MNR. QUESTION has MNR provided the mapping for the new County 

OP spawning area on Jack Lake? 

 

 

Below is the HBM in effect op Schedule showing Fish spawning area which is inconsistent 

with the proposed new County Schedule  
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Recommendations 

#1 

That clarity be provided in 4.1.3.1 as to whether the requirement of an 

EIA is required for fish habitat 30 meters out into a lake or 30 meter 

inland or both 

#2 

Consideration be given to not providing any OP schedule for fish 

spawning areas until such time as defensible credible mapping can be 

provided…. and County take the position…. consistent with definition of 

fish habitat……. that the total lake is considered fish habitat including 

spawning areas …and not impose enhanced policies for fish habitat 

protection being applicable to questionable selected shorelines being 

spawning area.. which based on my experiences in the example of Jack 

Lake Sharpe’s Bay are not credible.  
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